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Myths, Symbolism and the Measurement

Technique*

by

Hanes Walton, Jr.

The most refined method for measuring public opinion is through
the use of the attitude scales. The attitude tester seeks to obtain a
quantitative measure of the degree to which an individual or a

group of individuals possesses an attitude. 1

Attitude scales are of various types and almost all of them involve

a degree of statistical complexity, certain general procedures and a

philosophy of measurement.

The first serious attempt at developing such a technique was made
by L. L. Thurstone. 2 Although Thurstone's scales represent a step in

the right direction his technique of construction has been criticized on
several counts. Most important, perhaps, is its complete dependency
upon the opinions of judges who may themselves be biased. 3 Then,
too, it is an extremely cumbersome procedure requiring a tremendous
amount of effort for the results produced.

In an attempt to overcome these difficulties, Rensis Likert deve-

loped an alternative method of scale construction. 4 Although Likert's

technique succeeded in eliminating some of the pitfalls in Thurstone
scaling, both procedures share a comomn weakness. Both allow two
individuals to get the same rank while exhibiting very different pat-

terns of response. However, neither Thurstone nor Likert provides

any procedure for evaluating response-regularity; therefore, neither

is capable of demonstrating the presence of an attitude. This being

the case, individual measurements are non-comparable, and rank
positions are arbitrary. They lack descriptive meaning.

Louis Guttman has developed a technique of scale analysis which
provides criteria for solving this problem. 5 The Guttman technique

affords a method by which the scalability of a set of items may be

*The author would like to acknowledge his indebtedness to Dr. Harold F.
Gosnell for his helpful criticism of an earlier draft.

1Emory S. Bogardus, The Making of Public Opinion (New York: Association
Press, 1951), pp. 195-99. See also W. Albig, Public Opinion (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book, Co., 1939), pp. 181-214.

2 L. L. Thurstone & E. J. Chave, The Measurement of Attitudes (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1929).

3Hadley Cantril, et al., Gauging Public Opinion. (Princeton: Princeton Uni-
versity Press, 1944), Chap. 4. See also, Albig, op. cit., Chaps. 11-13; and
Bogardus, op. cit., pp. 190-8.

4Rensis Likert, "A Technique for the Measurement of Attitudes," Archives of
Psychology (1932, No. 140).

5Louis Guttman, "A Basis for Scaling Qualitative Data," American Sociologi-

cal Review, (Sept., 1944), pp. 139-150.
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determined by the criterion of internal consistency or unidimensional-

ity.
6 However, the Guttman's model is an abstraction. It is seldom

realized completely when applied to empirical data. It provides one
with conventional criteria of scalability by which we may determine

whether or not, in any particular instance, the arrangement of the

data is such that they may be considered unidimensional. 7 If a
scale is present, the variables which make it up are considered to

vary together and the presence of a single attitude is indicated. 8 If

not, the concept under investigation is complex and cannot be con-

sidered as a unitary entity.

Unidimensionality, therefore, exists if, and only if, responses are

patterned in such a way that both individuals and items may be ar-

ranged from "most extreme" to "least extreme" without contradictions

or ambiguity. A universe is scalable if, and only if, unidimensionality

can be established. Thus, the Guttman scaling technique, although not

the complete answer, represents a substantial improvement over its

predecessors.

Therefore, viewing the measurement problem in this perspective,

we are able to see many loopholes, and gaps in the technique. This

paper aims at filling one of those gaps. It seeks to offer a new method
for measurement and prediction. Thus, by using myths and symbolism
in an operationally defined manner, it is hoped that the measurement
technique can become more efficacious.

In other words, this paper proposes to give or describe a general

theory for the measurement of the intensity of one's opinion, by using

myths and symbolism in an operationally defined manner. The mea-
surement of the intensity of one's opinion has been one of those gaps

or loopholes in the field in which the other techniques have not ade-

quately covered, 9 and this paper hopes to shed some new light on
the matter by using certain basic assumptions. On the other hand,

however, this paper is in no way a comprehensive review and discus-

sion of the entire area but only of some of the more important phases

of the measurement of one's intensity.

However, on the basis of the theory put forward to measure one's

intensity, it is hoped that this paper can also offer some general con-
clusions on how this may be used in predictions one's future behavior.

Myths and Symbolism: The Contextual Approach

As Daniel Katz states:

For if we are able to measure the intensity of opinion
.... we shall know a great deal more about the individuals

whose opinion we are studying. We shall know, for one

Hbid.

Hbid.

Hbid.
9V. O. Key, Jr. Public Opinion and American Democracy (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1964), pp. 208-212.
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thing, something of the permanence of opinion, its crystal-

lization, the extent to which it is structured, and the degree

to which an individual may be expected to be suggestible.

If we can determine the intensity of opinion, we should be
be able to predict much more accurately than we might
otherwise what action opinion may lead to . . .

10

With this statement in mind, the measurement of intensity of opinion

assumes enormous significance.

Therefore, since a conditioning factor in public opinion is the so-

called myths, then the intensity of one's attitudes is definitely colored

by his beliefs in myths.

Myth is the term used to denote those narratives, common among
all people, which serve to explain the origin of natural phenomena
and also of existing beliefs and practices, especially those connected
with religious and political mores. 11 In this sense the myth is essen-

tially explanatory (aetiological in character) and this is the connota-

tion of the word as it is used in this article.

However, since myths from the viewpoint of man in society fulfill

two functions: (1) it is an attempt to explain the world about him,

and (2) it is an attempt to set forth his aspiration to "the good life."

Thus, Professor Maclver defines them as:

The value-impregnated beliefs and notions that men
hold, that they live by or live for. Every society is held

together by a myth-system, a complex of dominating
thought—forms that determine and sanction all its activ-

ities, all social relations, the very textures of human society,

are myth-born and myth-sustained. 12

On the other hand, Sorel states that:

A myth cannot be refuted since it is, at bottom, identical

with the convictions of a group, being the expression of

those convictions in the movement; and it is, in conse-

quence, impossible to analyze it into parts which could be
placed on the plane of historical descriptions. 13

However, Cassirer states that:

. . . perhaps the most important and the most alarming

feature in the development of modern political thought is

the appearance of a new power; the power of mythical

thought. The preponderance of mythical thought over ra-

tional thought in some of our modern political systems is

obvious. 14

10Cantril, op. cit., p. 51
xlTalcott Parsons, The Social System (Glencoe, 111.: Free Press, 1951), p. 350

and Chapter 8.

12R. Maclver, The Web of Government (New York: MacMillan, 1947), p. 4.

13George Sorel, Reflections on Violence trans, by T. E. Hulme, (London:
George Allen & Unwin, 1915), p. 37.

14Emest Cassirer, The Myth of the State (New Haven: Yale Univesity Press,

1946), p. 1
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Therefore, the characteristic of a myth is its nonlogical or perhaps

better, alogical—nature. However, it should not be inferred from
these terms that myths are necessarily illogical or crazy; they simply

are not subject to logical demonstration as is an Euclidan hypothesis

in geometry.

Summarizing then, ( 1 ) the myth is alogical, that is, it is not amen-
able to proof; (2) it expresses the hopes and aspirations of the believ-

er; (3) inasmuch as the individual who accepts it becomes emotion-

ally concerned with it, the myth postulates the completion of a course

of action designed to fulfill the terms of the myth itself. Myths, then,

might be defined as a nonlogical idea which draws its motivating

force from the emotions rather than from reason. Belief in a myth
necessarily predicates a given course of action which the believer must
undertake in order to carry out the terms of his belief. Finally, the

myth expresses the basic hopes of the believer and of the society in

which he lives.

Therefore, the value of the myth concept as a tool for political

analysis and prediction should now have beome clear. It is a concept

by means of which the political analyst is enabled to consider the

ideals that cement a people together and that are basically responsible

for their social motivations. The fact that this concept has been clar-

ified, defined and formalized makes it possible for the analyst to use

it as a tool in his attempt to understand the reason why people behave
like human beings. Moreover, since we recognize that the statement

of aspirations contained in the myth is always stated in a positive

form, it becomes clear that once we know we are dealing with John
Birchers, or possibly Ku Klux Klaners, or Black Muslims, that know-
ledge makes it possible for us to predict for the individuals in ques-

tion a course of action based upon our knowledge of the myths to

which they subscribe. In other words, the more extreme the group, the

stronger the myth is held. Therefore, with a knowledge of the myth
that a group holds one can predict its future course of action in re-

gards to both domestic and foreign policy. Put otherwise, one would
not expect a Klanman to behave like a liberal A.D.A. man, nor would
one expect a Bircher to act in the same fashion as a member of

S.N.C.C. on a certain domestic policy concerning race relations.

Thus, it is possible, further to differentiate between social myths.

Because each group with its fundamental beliefs, conditioned by its

own peculiar environmental factors, behaves differently from those

whose environment is conditioned by various other factors.

Hence, the social myth as a means for the analysis and prediction

of future action of any given extreme group in society can be ascer-

tained through an analysis of the aspiration of the myth itself.

It is difficult—perhaps impossible—for the analyst to apply himself

to a purely objective analysis of the social myth to which he himself

subscribes. Because value judgements which are inherent in the myth's

structure make them objectively difficult to be carefully analyzed.

Hence, a quantitative model can be helpful in two ways; (1) to mea-
sure it and (2) aid in objectively predicting and evaluating with it.
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Symbolism which represents in reality the abstract myths aids in

the transmission of ideas, and the persuasive and imperative functions

of the myths. In other words, for our purposes here, symbolism is

the perceptual-manipulatory or the representational form of the myth
in reality. 15

Toward A Theory of Intensity Measurement: Model Building

For the quantitative measurement of the intensity of one's opinion
based upon the myth he holds, backed up by symbolism, (IOMS),
it is submitted that the terms in the equation are as follows

:

*The extremists group control (direct & indirect) = CON.

*The extremists group ability to put their myth in practice. = AP

*The extremists group constancy of strategy = STRAT.

*The extremists group flexibility of tactics = TAC.

*The extremists group dynamism of policy (individually and col-

lectively) = POL.

*The capabilities of the opposing group and individual measures
to resist this myth = CAP.

*The determination of the opposing group and individual measures
to resist this myth = DET.

Expressed as a simple mathematical equation, we have:

IOMS = CON -f AP + STRAT -f TAC -f- POL
CAP x DET

In this equation, the numerator is a sum, and the denominator is

a product. The insertion of this mathematical bias is deliberate, in

order to be consistent with the nature of the myth and the philosophy

of reaction by opposing groups and individuals who do not accept

the myth.

The assignment of numbers ranging from 1 to 5 for the various

terms in the equation—followed by simple arithmetic—enables a

qualitative mathematical "measurement" of the degree of intensity of

one's opinion (or lack thereof) for any particular occurrence or event.

The numbers "1" and "5" represent the extremes. In the assign-

ment of a number (from 1 to 5) for any term in the equation, the

number "1" represents "very poor," "extremely weak," etc. The num-
ber "5" represents "outstanding," "extremely strong," etc., as ap-

plicable for that particular term in the equation.

15 Martin Scheerer, "Cognitive Theory," in Gardner Lindzey, (Ed.) Handbook
of Social Psychology (Cambridge: Addison-Wesley, 1954), vol. 1, p. 126.
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Using this system, the maximun numerical value obtainable is:

IOMS = 5+5+5+5+5 = 25 = 25.00

lxl 1

The minimum value obtainable is:

IOMS = 1+ 1+ 1+ 1+ 1 = _5 = 0.20

5x5 25

Therefore, a calculation resulting in unity— 1—is indicative of

equilibrim (though unstable) or stalemate. In other words, indif-

ference.

Calculations resulting in numbers less than 1 are indicative of the

fact that the myth is not held strongly. And the smaller the number,
the less the myth is believed. Calculations resulting in numbers greater

than 1 are indicative of the fact that the myth is held in increasing

degree of intensity (strongly). And the greater the number, the

stronger the myth is held. 16

This system can be used in determining both the group's intensity

on a particular policy because of an underlying myth and the individ-

ual intensity. To arrive at the average individual intensity first arrive

at the groups' intensity and then divide through by the number of

persons in the group to get the average individual intensity.

Summary and Conclusions

Several assumptions were made in connection with this theory; ( 1

)

myths color opinions; (2) on the basis of the nature of the myth
strongly held, behavior was predictable; and (3) that extreme groups
held myths very strongly; and sought to fulfill them.

Therefore, with this simple mathematical formula, one could mea-
sure how strongly a certain group held a myth, divide through by the

number of persons in the group to arrive at the average intensity of

individuals. Also on this basis, the behavior of this extreme group
could be predicted and a numerical assessment of the general intensity

of the group could be measured at or for any particular event for

instance, their reaction to a particular policy in any span of time;

past, present or future, can be effectively measured. However, the

theory only seems to offer the greatest possible advantage in the

measuring of extreme groups, individuals and movements.

16For a different approach see James G. March "An Introduction to the

Theory and Measurement of Influence." American Political Science Review
(June, 1955), pp. 431-51.
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Communist Insurrection and Mass Support in

Malaya, 1920-1966

By Hanes Walton, Jr.

Malaya is a new country. This nation, the Federation of Malaya,
is made up of eleven States which were brought together as a unit for

the first time as recently as 1946. The Federation has been an in-

dependent nation since 1957. 1

The former Federation of Malaya took its place among the several

Asian nations which have acquired their independence since the end
of World War II. The process of self-determination, which has been
transforming southern and southeastern Asia from a region of colonies

and dependencies to an area of independent states, has almost run

its course.

"Postwar Malaya has, in general, been typical of Southeast Asia,

politically and economically. Among the resemblances have been hos-

tility to colonial rule, a widespread demand for expansion of social

forces and the like."2 It is fitting, therefore, that some attempt be
made to examine Communism as a political, social, and economic
force in the Malayan Federation and governmental structure. To gain

a better insight into Malayan politics in general and Communism in

particular.

This study is an attempt to provide a descriptive and analytical

basis for understanding Communist insurrection and mass support in

Malaya, especially after independence. It is concerned principally

with the strategy and tactics of the Communist revolutionary move-
ment in Malaya during the "period of the emergency." 3 However,
some attention will be given to history and background for purposes

of illumination and clarity. In addition, it will analyze, describe and
appraise some of the key problems that faced both the Communist
and the British-Malayan Colonial government in terms of social, eco-

nomical, political, and environmental characteristics.

This study, however, does not claim to be a comprehensive review

and discussion of the entire Communist insurrection and mass support

movement during the "emergency", but only some of the more im-

portant phases of the military, political, and security problems.

The Communist Revolt

Communism first became a significant force in Malaya in the mid-
dle 1920's when under the cloak of its association with the Chinese

1Malaysia, Dept. of Information, A Brief Guide to Malaysia, (July, 1964).
28-29.

2 L. A. Mills, Malaya: A Political and Economic Appraisal (Minneapolis: Uni-
versity of Minnesota Press, 1958), p. VII.

3Malaysia, A Brief Guide to Malaysia, op. cit., pp. 26-27.
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nationalism of the KMT (Kuomintang) it took hold on the emergent
labour movement. 4 After a set-back in the early 1930's it succeeded
in widening its influence among Malayan Chin&se labour by exploiting

the wave of patriotic support for China when its struggle with Japan
was renewed in 1937. 5 During the period of Japanese occupation of

Malaya, the Communist had led the Chinese resistance movement and
built up a guerilla force (the Malayan People's Anti-Japanese Army,
hereafter MPAJA) with the aid of the British force 136. 6 This guerilla

force was aided by a civilian underground organization, whose pur-

pose and function were to collect food, money, and information for

the army. 7

The Malayan Communist Party (MCP) emerged from the end
of the war in a position of great strength. Its military arm, the MPA-
JA, was the only Malayan armed body in being. As a result of its

anti-Japanese activities the MCP had captured from the KMT (now a
mere shadow of its prewar self) the leadership of Chinese nation-

alism in Malaya. The middle-class Chinese had for the time being

lost all influence. 8 Yet the Communists lacked a clear-cut policy and
organization for exploiting their strength and their leaders were
divided in their views on what should be done. 9 Some wished to turn

immediately against the British before the latter could re-establish

their rule. Others, who prevailed in the first instance, advocated a

policy of rebuilding their hold over the "masses" before the coming
struggle. There was also the case of the communist fight that was
going on in mainland China that added impetus to the internal splits

and factions which existed. 10

However, with the return of the British, the MPAJA in December
1945 paid each man from British funds $350 to turn in his carbine. 11

Even though the MPAJA did turn in some their arms, they kept back
a large quantity and organized the disbanded men in an Old Com-
rades' Association to facilitate remobilization if there was a need. 12

However, by early 1946 the school of MCP leader which advocated
a trial strength with the British was in ascendancy. Following the

police arrest of thirty ex-guerilla on criminal charges, the MCP called

a general strike throughout Malaya for January 29, 1946 and by well-

organized intimidation brought working life to a stand still for one
day. An attempt to repeat this success on February 15, of the same
year (the anniversary of the British surrender in 1942) was foiled

4N. Ginsburg and C. F. Roberts, Jr. Malaya (Seattle: University of Washing-
ton Press, 1958), p. 270.

5Gene Z. Hanrahan, The Communist Struggle in Malaya (New York: Insti-

tute of Pacific Relations, 1954), pp. 4-23.

6Ibid., p. 40-44.

"Ibid., pp. 31-40.

8Ginsburg and Roberts, Malaya, op. cit., pp. 243-266.
9Victor Purcell, The Chinese in Malaya (London: Oxford University Press,

1948), pp. 250-330.
10Ibid., p. 276.
11Hanrahan, op. cit., p. 50.

121bid., p. 51.
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by effective preventive measures taken by the British authorities. 13

Meanwhile there had been a reversion of the basic communist
strategy of infiltrating political bodies and trade unions so as to

build up a mass popular movement under communist leadership 14

The serious unrest among workers owing to the scarcity and high

prices of rice and other necessaries made it easy for the MCP to

establish very rapidly a network of Communist-dominated unions. The
ensuing wave of strikes was directed by headquarters "Federations"

into which new unions were regimented. 15 Two visiting British trade

unionists reported that:

The Federations call strikes, but pay no strike pay or

similar benefits; frame demands but carry out no negotia-

tions, preferring to remain in the background and to act

as 'the power behind the throne', while pushing forward
union leaders whom they interfere with and often intim-

idate. 16

It was the Communist strategy to prevent economic recovery by en-

gineering an epidemic of strikes. 17 "The ultimate purpose was political,

to undermine and bring down the Brisith government by using the

weapon of the general strike."18 However, in May 1948, the British

enacted trade union legislation to prohibit federations of unions from
extending over several different industries and required union officers

to be experienced people. 19 The legislation, coupled with zealous

government enforcement, resulted in "a marked decline in the in-

fluence of the Communist over the population."20 This in turn lead

to a rapid decline in membership of leftist organizations and their

affiliates.
21 The communist movement was almost brought to a stand

still and they in turn changed their tactics.

The Insurrection and The Emergency

At this point the MCP received new instructions from Moscow
through contacts at the Communist Youth Conference held in Calcutta

in February 1948. 22 Russia had broken with her war-time allies and

13 Mills, op. cit., p. 46.
14Hanrahan, op. cit., pp. 55-60.
15

J. Norman Parmer, "Trade Unions and Politics in Malaya", Far Eastern
Survey (March, 1955), pp. 33-39.

16S. S. Awberry and F. W. Dalley, Labour and Trade Union Organization in

the Federation of Malaya and Singapore. (London: H. M. Stationery Office,

1948), p. 27.
17 Mills, op. cit., p. 45.

18Ibid.

19 Purcell, op. cit., p. 267-275.
20Mills, op. cit., p. 46.

21 Purcell, op. cit., p. 267-275.
22This is the generally accepted version (J. H. Brimmell, Communism in South-

east Asia, (London: Oxford University Press, 1959), p. 210. However, some
authorities consider that the connection between the Calcutta Conference and
subsequent events in Malaya is not proven. Hanrahan, op. cit., p. 63.
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her global strategy now required that trouble should be fomented in

the far Eastern colonial dependencies of Britain and other European
powers so as to divert their military resources and also weaken their

economic strength. 23 The MCP, like other Communist parties in

Southeast Asia, was summoned to revolt. The outcome in China Be-
tween the nationalist and the Communist also added some impetus to

the situation.

The MCP reacted quickly and their revolt began in June of 1948.24

The former members of the MPAJA and the Old Comrades' associa-

tion were quickly mobilized. Weapons sent into the MPAJA by the

British during the war, which had been cached in the jungle, were
dug up and put into use. The jungle provided the MCP with a con-

venient base of operations with it's dense cover. Along the fringe of

the jungle were many thousands of Chinese squatters among whom the

war-time civilian support organization (later called the Min Yuen)
could easily be revived.25

The Communist strategy was; (1) to dislocate the Malayan eco-

nomy by attacks on plantations and mines, many of which bordered
the junge; (2) to establish liberated areas under their control; and

(3) to lead a popular revolt in the form of a liberation army which
could link the liberated areas and complete the conquest of Malaya. 26

This strategy, modelled on the successful communist campaigns in

China, was over-ambitious in Malayan conditions and did not succeed

as we shall see later. The Communist did a great deal of damage but

they did not achieve the total economic dislocation planned for Phase

1 ; and Phases 2 and 3 remained a dream.

As stated previously, after Mao Tse-Tung seized power in China,

many Malayan Chinese shifted their sentimental attachments to the

communists. The communist appeal grew out of their frustrations with

an oppressive social system and colonial status and intensified their

sense of being Chinese. 27 Thus Chin Peng, a Malayan Chinese who
had been a hero in the struggle with Japan, built within this com-
munity of disgruntled Chinese the Malayan Races Liberation Army
(MRLA). 2S The MRLA was an outgrowth of the MPAJA.

However, the Malayans, who made up roughly half the population,

always remained cool to communism. 29 Devoutly religious Moslems
in the countryside held fast to tradition and remained satisfied with

simple village life. Those who migrated to the cities usually joined

the army, service industries, the police force or the government, and
maintained friendly relations with the British.30 The Indians and

23 OHver, Clubb, Jr. The United States and the Sino-Soviet Bloc in Southeast
Asia (Washington: The Brookings Institution, 1962), p. 18.

24Mills, op. cit., p. 50.

25Ibid., p. 51.

26Hanrahan, op. cit., p. 63.

27Ginsburg and Roberts, op. cit., pp. 243-315.
28Lucian W. Pye, Guerrilla Communism in Malaya (Princeton: University

Press, 1956, p. 45-51.

29Ginsburg and Roberts, op. cit., pp. 191-243.

30Pye, op. cit., pp. 49-51.
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Ceylonese, numbering some 600,000, were recipients of extensive

welfare programs and showed little enthusuiasm for the communism
advocated by the Chinese. 31

On the other hand, the MLRA was able to muster some 7,000-8,-

000 guerrillas at the start of the revolt. 32 These guerrillas, in turn,

relied for logistic support and intelligence chiefly upon somewhat
less than one-half million illiterate and impoverished Chinese squat-

ters. Most of the squatters had lived at the edge of the jungle since

the depression of the 1930's when unemployment had driven them to

subsistence farming; others had drifted into this precarious existence

during the Japanese occupation when food became scarce in the

towns. 33 The MRLA organized these squatters into their civilian arm,

the Min Yen. Many of the Chinese, reacting to real or imagined
grievances, as well as new pride in being Chinese, eagerly volunteered

their services. Some were intimidated into supporting the guerrillas.

Still others refused to participate. However, we can see a certain pat-

tern developing and that is the reliance on only the Chinese part of

the population.

The MRLA and its civilian arm, began their terroristic activities,

nevertheless, with what they had. As one observer saw it:

The revolt was in no sense a national uprising, although

Communist propaganda inside Malaya and without always

so represented it. The Malays firmly supported the govern-

ment, and enlisted by thousands in the Malay Regiment
and the police. The large majority of the Chinese were
opposed to the Communists. 34

"The guerrillas divided into bands and set up camps in the jungle

which covers four fifths of Malaya."35 From these key points they

made attacks on various isolated plantations, police stations and
mines. As their terrorist activities continued to increase and mount
in intensity the Federation Government proclaimed a state of "emer-
gency" to augment its legal power on June 16, 1948. 36 To cope with

the terrorist the government deployed some 40,000 regulars soldiers

(including several battalions of the Malay Regiment) supported on
occasion by aircraft, artillery and naval vessels, some 70,000 police

and a quarter of a million village "Home Guards" plus any adminis-

trative or technical services of the local government which were re-

quired. 37 The disparity in the strength of the opposing forces is

striking. However, "the terrorists" losses rose each year, but the

ominous discovery was made that for a long time, the inflow of

31Ginsburg and Roberts, op. cit., pp. 316-362.
32 Mills, op. cit., p. 67.

33 Lt. Col. Rowland Mans "Victory in Malaya" in T. N. Greene (ed.). The
Guerrilla and How to Fight Him (New York: Praeger, 1962).

34Mills, op. cit., p. 51.

35Ibid.

36Hanrahan, op. cit., p. 65.

37Ginsburg and Roberts, op. cit., p. 272. This information can also be seen in

Mills, op. cit., p. 53-54, and Hanrahan, op. cit., p. 65.
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Chinese volunteers equaled the casualties, so the guerrillas in the

jungle never grew less."38 This continued for some time until the tide

began to turn in 1954.

However, for several years the terrorists retained the local initia-

tive in areas of their own choice and did great damage. The tasks of

the security forces were to protect lives, and property against ter-

rorist attacks and then to eliminate the terrorist forces themselves. The
first task called for an elaborate and costly defensive system of barbed
wire fences, floodlighting, wireless communications, armoured vehicles

and other equipment manned by armed and trained men. There were
innumerable possible targets of Communist attack and some of them
were human beings who had to go about their essential duties. Hence,
the defensive system could never completely guarantee the safety of

anyone or anything. The all-pervasive nature of the risk was exempli-

fied in the death of the British High Commissioner, Sir Henry Gurney,
in a roadside terrorist ambush in October 195 1.

39

However, these various defense measures, especially for the ex-

posed member of the community, like managers of plantations and
mines and their staff began to take effect. These people had been
singled out for assassination as part of Phase 1. With increasing ef-

forts made to protect these people the Communist terrorist had to

shift their efforts to the minor staff of such employer thus undermining
some of their sympathizers. But the Communist continued their ter-

rorist activities. Great damage was done to property. Buildings and
vehicles were burned, rubber trees were slashed. And attacks on pop-
ulation became less and less discriminatory in character. Frequently,

an individual was murdered in atrocious fashion as a warning to

others that they should not refuse to supply food or information to

the terrorists on demand. 40 This, however, helped to win people over

to the government or make neutrals of them. By becoming indiscrimin-

ate, the Communists were undermining their own power.

The terrorist did not stand and fight. They had no strong points or

territory to defend. Their tactics were to use their own mobility and
the cover afforded by the jungle to escape contact with their pur-

suers and then reappear elsewhere to take the local initiative against

undefended or weakly held targets. But the grim game of "hide and
seek" proved to be a very laborious and weary task for the govern-

ment even with its numerical superiority. 41 Thus, the government
shifted tactics. They began to wait in ambush for terrorists emerging

from the jungle to obtain supplies. For this purpose it was essential

to have accurate information and considerable efforts were made to

build up an effective system of intelligence.

The terrorists' supply system proved to be the weak link in the

chain. Their losses by supply parties falling into ambush were not

severe. The mortal blow was the government decision to remove and

3SMills, op. cit., p. 53.

39Mills, op. cit., p. 58.

40Hanrahan, op. cit., p. 67.

41 Mills, op. cit., p. 53.



resettle the Chinese squatters from whom the armed terrorists ob-

tained foodstuffs.42 This operation, planned and executed as a method
of starving out the elusive terrorists, was a major effort of social

and economic reconstruction. The "New Villages" were the most
significant legacy of the whole campaign.

The New Villages.

In the early stages of the campaign against the terrorists whole
squatter villages were rounded up and consigned to internment camps
from which the majority were eventually repatriated to China. 43 In

the first ten months of 1949 over 6,000 people were thus interned

and 700 of them had already been repatriated by April 1950. 44 How-
ever, it was not possible, nor humane nor even sound economic policy

to deal with half a million people in this way. The eventual solution,

known as the Briggs plan, was to move the squatters and others to

new settlements or sometimes to gather them together (called re-

grouping) in the same locality. 45 In either case the old scattered

settlements were replaced with compact new villages fortified with a

barbed wire perimeter fence and protected by a police station. The
squatters were thus safeguarded against intimidation, brought under
government control and administration for the first time, and cut off

from contact with the terrorists in the jungle whom, willingly or other-

wise, they had until then supplied with food and information. 46

The resettlement of about half a million people in the space of

three years (1951-53) was carried through in haste as a military

necessity. The sites of the new villages were sometimes chosen with

more regard to their defensibility than to agricultural and economic
considerations. These stakes were remedied in time.47 In general, the

new villages were a success and their inhabitants benefited from the

move. Eighty-five percent of the resettled people were Chinese and
the remainder were Malays. 4S Also out of the projected 550 new
villages, about 483 were built."The opinion was expressed that in

1953 there were some fifty exceptionally good villages, .... a block

of 400 reasonably good ones and another block of 100 bad ones. 49

"As a counter-move, the MPLA stepped up its terrorist policies and
began to blackmail and terrorize local Chinese into giving them
additional money and assistance." 50 They turned on the very people

who were helping them and their active supporters and sympathizers.

42"The Emergency in Malaya". The World Today (November, 1954), pp. 476-

87.

43Hanrahan, op. cit., p. 65.

44Victor Purcell, Malaya: Communist or Free? (London: Victor Gollancz,

1954), p. 21-89. See Hanrahan, op. cit., p. 65.

45 Mills, op. cit., p. 272.
46Ginsburg and Roberts, op. cit., p. 272.
47 Mills, op. cit., p. 56.

iSIbid.

49Ibid., p. 57.

5 "Hanrahan, op. cit., p. 67.
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They attempted to control or influence the people in the New villages

by means of terror and threats. In describing the Communist tactics,

one author states that:

With little time available, efforts were made to exert

control through the medium of fear, rather than through
the slower and more costly method of political work and
propaganda. As time passed, Communist traitor-killing

groups began to reapper in large numbers. 51

However, terror, as it has been suggested, is a weapon of the weak
and usually the first form of violence undertaken by insurgents. The
degree to which it proves effective depends on the ability of the gov-
ernment to provide protection, to mount counter-terror tactics and to

control the tide of military and political battle. 52 In other words, terror

can work both ways, for and against. And in the case of the MCP it

worked against them. 53 As Professor Pye points out, the MCP "was
. . . clearly a prisoner of terrorism. It could neither give up use of

violence nor employ it effectively."54

Finally, the MPLA gradually began to lose active control, support
and sympathy of the masses. This in turn caused a drop in food sup-

plies. Therefore, the Communist guerrillas moved further inland to

grow food and escape the security forces. Here they grew their own
food in jungle clearings and bided their time. Terrorist attacks, re-

duced in scale, were now aimed more at the security forces and less

at the local population in order to avoid antagonising the latter.

Nevertheless, the MCP was quite unable to find a wider basis of

popular appeal.

However, in 1951 a change of world Communist strategy gave
priority to attracting and making use of nationalist sentiment in Asian
countries so as to build up a Communist-neutralist bloc against the

Western powers. 55 The MCP Politburo immediately issued an order

to change policy. The members were told to win the masses over

first, stop their indiscriminate terror tactic, and to make friends and
influence people. 56 "This new order tacitly admitted that the policy

of 1948—to conquer Malaya by guerrilla warfare—had failed and that

the party must gradually return to its earlier program of political and
economic action." 57

However, this new policy reversal of indiscriminate method of

killing, such as shooting blindly into a crowd, derailing civilian trains,

etc. was not activated soon enough. Hampered by the continued secur-

ity forces and the new villages programs the Communist could not

51Ibid.

52F. M. Osanka, "Population Control Techniques of Communist Insurgents,"

Australian Army Journal (January, 1964), p. 11.

53Hanrahan, op. cit., p. 67.

54Pye, op. cit., p. 106.

55Hanrahan, op. cit., p. 73.

56Ibid., p. 73-74.
57 Mills, op. cit., p. 58.
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give up their terror tactics long enough to do something constructive

for the people. All they could do was shout that they were fighting for

independence. They had not time to widen their political and eco-

nomic base, nor win back the people they had alienated by their harsh
tactics.

On the other hand, however, the government was working vigorous-

ly to do something for the people and to correct mistakes thay they

had made in preparing hastily to fight the insurgents.

The Templer Regime

After the assassination of the High Commissioner, Sir Henry
Gurney, a successor was appointed early in 1952. His successor was
General Gerald Templer. 5S He combined in the same hand for the

first time direction of military operations and the civil administration

in support of them. He attempted to do something for the people.

Under his rule, the squatters were given leases to their land, and
thus afforded improved security of tenure, a major consideration to

the land-hungry Chinese peasant. Some of the villages were provided
with piped water supply, electric light, schools, community centres,

and the like. 59 Talks and demonstrations helped to educate the vil-

lagers and increase their sense of identity with their Malayan environ-

ment. They were allowed to share in their own affairs through village

councils and to share in their own defense by raising home guard de-

tachments. In effect, the Chinese squatter was for the first time inte-

grated into the Malayan political and social structure which demanded
his loyalty. Previously the Chinese were excluded or discriminated

against in favor of the Malays/'

An immediate and unqualified response was not to be expected
but this constructive approach was undoubtedly worthwhile. Tactical-

ly, it tipped the balance in the struggle with Communist terrorism

without alienating (as other harsher measures tended to) the sym-
pathies of the general body of Malayan Chinese. In the long-term the

new villages helped to turn the Chinese squatter into a Malayan
citizen.

In addition to the resettlement of squatters a variety of measures,

some liberal and some repressive were devised to build up the pres-

sure of the blockade on the terrorists and to isolate them psycholog-

ically as much as spatially from the general body of the Malayan
people. 61 There was an elaborate administrative apparatus of food
rationing, restriction on movement of food and other essential sup-

plies. The population were all issued identity cards, a system which
has since provided the illiterate Malayan with invaluable evidence of

his identity and recent residence in Malaya. Villages with a bad record

5SV. Bartlett, Report from Malaya (London: Derek Verschoyle, 1954), pp. 39-

78. See also Mills, op. cit., p. 62-67.

50Ginsburg and Roberts, op. cit., p. 272-273.
60Purcell, Malaya: Communist or Free? op. cit., p. 200-26.
61 Mills, op. cit., p. 63-66.
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of support for the terrorists were subjected to collective fines, long
daily curfews, etc., as a punishment. Captured terrorists, if deemed
likely material for reformation, were sent to a special centre for

rehabilitation and and for instruction in a trade. Moreover, rewards, a
general amnesty and bounties were offered. All these methods,
coupled with various propaganda techniques, such as use of leaflets

and loudspeakers promising immunity, caused the terrorists to desert,

and leave the guerrilla forces in moderate numbers. 62

Meanwhile the military effort against Communist terrorism went
on year after year with steady rather than dramatic success. It had
become a war of attrition. It was found that the best results were ob-

tained by concentrating military and police forces, intelligence work,
food control, psychological warfare, etc. in certain selected areas

throughout Malaya. 63 Intensive pressure was maintained within each
locality for months on end in order to wear down the terrorist band

—

sometimes a mere twenty or thirty men—still active there. At the out-

set few results were expected or achieved but months of relentless

pressure exhausted the terrorists' food reserves and weakened their

morale. Artillery bombarded the stretches of jungle in which they were
known to be hiding. Loudspeakers in aircraft circling overhead
emanated propaganda, often the voice of a captured comrade calling

on the others to follow his example and surrender. The guerrillas cas-

ualties mounted, desertion increased and morale dropped to an all

time low.

Once an area had been permanently cleared of Communists it was
declared "white", i.e., the innumerable and irksome restrictions of

the anti-terrorist campaign could at last be relaxed—with consequent
improvement in public morale. The focus of intensive pressure was
then switched to some other area and the whole laborious operation

repeated. Parachute detachments, or ground patrols supplied from the

air, were sent to harass the terrorists deep in the jungle. Incendiary

bombs were dropped to set fire to their crops. In time the Communist
terrorists were reduced to a mere 500 or so and were driven back to

north Malaya from which they could not be dislodged because of

Thai Malaya border complications. 64 There in the border they could

obtain supplies and take refuge in Thai territory. 65

Here on the Thai-Malay border the guerrillas became less and less

a threat to internal peace and security. 66 The end of the emergency
was in sight.

The End Of The Emergency

Sir Gerald Templer's emergency appointment ended in 1954. He
was succeeded by his deputy, Sir Donald MacGillivary who continued

62Mills, op. cit., p. 64.

63Hanrahan, op. cit., p. 76-82.

64Robert A. Scalapino (ed.), The Communist Revolution in Asia (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall Inc., 1965) pp. 222-251.

65Ibid., p. 222-251.
66Ibid.
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in the same manner as Templer. 67 And in November of 1955 he an-

nounced that the people of Malaya could move toward self-govern-

ment. It was granted in 1957.

However, prior to independence in 1957, the UMNO (the alliance

which had been formed to take over the government) had a confer-

ence with the Communist leader Chin Peng. This meeting was held

in Baling in December, 1955. 68 The Communist leader had called

the conference. They had become aware of the fact that they were no
longer winning and their tactics had proven unsuccessful. Sensing

ultimate failure they attempted to return to legitimate political activity

on their own terms. 69

However, the meeting became deadlocked between, the Communist
leader Chin Peng and Federation President Tegku Abduk Rahman.
Chin Peng demanded that the MCP be legalized and its members be
allowed to resume normal political life without restraint. He also

sought complete amnesty for all his men and all criminal charges

against them be completely dropped. Furthermore, he refused to give

up his arms. The chief Ministers were nor prepared to concede so

much, so they rejected Chin Peng's demands. 70

Therefore, the MCP opted to go on fighting although there was
no hope of victory nor any apparent possibility of getting better terms

than it had chosen to refuse. The MCP leaders were out of harm's
way in the deep jungle or over the Thai border. They were apparently

indifferent to the deteriorating position of their rank and file harassed

by the security forces. Followers were expendable so long as they

prolonged the struggle and thereby kept up the pressure on the other

side to negotiate again. This however was a miscalculation. 71

In the sustained drive against the terrorists which continued after

the abortive talks of 1955 the Malayan political leaders who were now
Ministers made their own personal contribution. In many parts of

Malaya there were rallies and processions in which the general body
of the electorate were invited to join. The purpose of these demonstra-
tions was to make it clear to the fence-sitters and to the MCP where
the ordinary people and their elected leaders stood in the long

struggle.

With independence in 1957, the Federation government made its

last appeal to the insurgents. Afterwards, they continued the military

operation and with the situation continually improving all the time,

the emergency was declared over. "The Federation of Malaya's

67 Mills, op. cit., p. 67.

68Ibid.

69Ibid.
70Mills, op. cit., p. 69.

71The Alliance Government did in fact offer a second invitation to the MCP
to lay down its arms in 1957 when independence had been won and also

offered an amnesty of which the despondent rank and file took some ad-

vantage. But the MCP leaders themselves rejected it. See Mills, op. cit., p.

70.
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twelve-year emergency officially ended in July 1960, with the Com-
munist guerrilla force once numbering an estimated 11,000 reduced
to fewer than 450 terrorists." 72

Summary and Conclusions

In terms of assessment and evaluation of the Communist guerrilla

struggle and subsequent government action, several observations can
be drawn and stated.

First, the MCP was hemmed in within the Chinese community
from which it drew almost all its support basing its appeal upon
Chinese nationalism rather than Communist ideology. Its essentially

communal nature and the violence and abuses of its post-war heyday
of 1946-1948 made it anathema to the Malays and unacceptable to

the Indians in Malaya. 73 Secondly, the MCP was a prisoner of external

direction, subservient to the basic rule of colonial communism, obey-
ing the Cominform. The directives which percolated through by de-

vious routes from Moscow were designed to serve the ends of Russian
international policy rather than of Malayan Communism. On receipt

they were interpreted in terms of the successful campaigns of Mao Tse
Tung in China rather than the local strategic and political situation.

The result was rigidity and irrelevancy.

Thirdly, this long campaign was fought to the bitter end outside the

towns. The original conception of the Communist strategy, based on
the victories of Mao Tse Tung, was of an uprising at the periphery

and in the last phase a converging drive on the towns. Even in 1948
the towns in Malaya were relatively calm and secure and stayed that

way during the entire emergency, for the most part.

Fourthly, the Communist-dominated trade unions collapsed and
the reformed unions which replaced them were put mainly under
Indian leadership, who were anti-Communist in nature. Also a close

watch was kept on the unions and the Chinese schools as possible

centres of subversion. In other words, everything Chinese was close-

ly watched, because the entire movement was only based on the

Chinese part of the population. It never diversified itself. The Com-
munist insurrection against the British in Malaya never gained mass
support.

Fifthly, there seemed to have been significant weakness in the

calibre of MCP leadership. Although, Chin Peng, the MCP Secretary-

General from 1947 down to the present time, who had made his

reputation against the Japanese as a guerrilla leader still remains a

mere shadowy figure. And still more his lieutenants, also remain in

the background. They seem to be men of some education but none of

them theoreticians or strategists capable of redefining the party line.

In other words, they seem mediocre.

72 Clubb, op. cit., p. 36.

"Communism to Malaya is something Chinese, Chinese in origin (as far as

Malaya is concerned), Chinese in inspiration and Chinese in Following. See,

Ginsburg and Roberts, pp. 191-242.
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However, even if the MCP leaders had been men of more original

and percipient views it is unlikely that they could have broken out of

the double ring-fence in which Communist strategy and policy in

Malaya was confined.

On the government side, as William J. Pomeroy, states:

. . . the British could claim success with 'strategic hamlet'

measures only because of special circumstances in that

country; they had to relocate but a minority of the pop-
ulation, of the forested regions and who to a greater degree

than the Malays supported the Malayan Liberation Army. 74

This can also be said of the food control measures, because Malaya
is a food deficit area and not a food surplus area. And furthermore,

"in Malaya, as in the Philippines and Indonesia, geography prevented

outside support of the uprising." 75 However, it can be said that the

government did enact favorable programs to help the people and win
their support.

Concluding then, the Communist revolt was a digression up a blind

alley which took MCP still further out of the mainstream of Malayan
political development at a critical time. At the end of a decade of

armed struggle the Communists found themselves discredited and
without either allies or influence. Malaya had achieved its independ-

ence and they had had no part in it.

However, the struggle still goes on now in the form of subversion

rather than terrorism.
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The Funeral Industry

By Hanes Walton, Jr.

Much has been written of late about the affluent society

in which we live, and much fun poked at some of the irra-

tional 'status symbols' set out like golden snares to trap the

unwary consumer at every turn. Until recently, little has

been said about the most irrational and weirdest of the

lot, lying in ambush for all of us at the end of the road

—

the modern American funeral. 1

Funerals in the United States are the objects of a wide variety

of emotional reactions, frequently contradictory as between different

individuals, and not infrequently inconsistent for the same individual

on different occasions. Often reactions to funerals reflect the at-

titudes toward death and dead bodies; and these attitudes, in turn,

are as diverse as horror and amusement. To discuss funerals is not

the proper thing to do in some social circles, and yet the subject is

of considerable interest. 2

In its secular aspects the American funeral appears to be an
anachronism, an elaboration of early customs rather than the

adaptation to modern needs that it should be. 3 Properly employed,
it is a highly useful and essential function of society. Improperly
used it deteriorates into little more than a shabby opportunity for

an undertaker to exploit bereaved families. 4

Against protests over the lavish display of expensive caskets and
the multitude of costly floral decorations to be seen at most final

rites, the funeral directors raise their voices to proclaim the lasting

satisfaction they furnish their customers. 5 Bereaved families, they

point with pride and some justification, need solace regardless of

price. 6 Moreover, they contend, the social status and prestige of

sorrowing survivors must be proclaimed by appearances at the

funeral. 7

Therefore, the thesis of this paper concerns itself with the basis

of charges of commercial exploitation directed at undertakers, to

ascertain what peculiar circumstances influence the methods they

^Jessica Mitford, The American Way of Death (New York: Crests Books,
1963), p. 13.

2Ibid., pp. 14-17.

3Ruth M. Harmer, The High Cost of Dying (New York: Collier Books, 1963),
pp. 78-97.

4Mitford, op. cit., pp. 18-44.
5U. S., Congress, Senate, Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly, Hearings,
Antitrust Aspects of the Funeral Industry, 88th Cong., 2nd Sess., 1964, pp.
255-262.

61bid., pp. 259-261.

Ubid.
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use, and to uncover the social and psychological factors that

underlie conspicuous display. While these aspects of the funeral

industry are taken into account, the main aspects, that of monopolistic

tendencies, fraud and misrepresentation shall be the chief subject

of the paper. Also to provide a more vivid insight into the area,

some possible remedies shall be discussed.

This study, however, does not claim to be a comprehensive review
and discussion of the entire area, but of the most important parts.

Death In America: The Factual Situation

As stated, the purpose of this paper is to explore some of the

economic conditions and practices in the funeral industry. Therefore,

since we are concerned with antitrust and trade ramifications of the

industry, some vital statistics about death in our society, about the

cost cf funerals and national expenditures on funerals, will be highly

illuminating, informative, and revelant.

The American Funeral Industry is an exceedingly important sector

of the American economy. Not including burials by public and
private institutions—for example, burials of welfare recipients, indi-

gents, and Armed Forces dead; not including the cost of flowers;

not including so-called preneed expenditures for cemetery plots and
crypts—not including all these items, the Department of Commerce's
Census of Business Bureau puts personal expenditures for death

expenses in 1960, which is the last year available, at $1.6 billion,

or an average of approximately $1,160 for each regular funeral. 8

This is only slightly less than what Americans spent in 1960 for all

higher education, more than was spent for dental care, more than

was spent for police protection, and more than was spent for fire

protection. 9 "The cost of providing medical care for the aged, the

16 million Americans who are 65 or older, under a medical-hospital

insurance program, would be less than the annual cost of dying

in the United States." 10 And finally, "the federal government spends

less each year for conservation and development of natural resources

than we spend on funerals." 11

However, on this point one author has stated that:

The Department of Commerce figure of $1.6 billion

averages out to $1,160 for each regular adult funeral. The
more realistic figure of $2 billion yields a nation wide aver-

age of $1,450 for the disposition of the mortal remains of

an adult American. 12

This more realistic figure of author Mitford, $2 billion dollars as a

national expenditure of $1,160 for an average adult funeral is arrived

8U. S. Congress, Senate, Subcommittee. . . . , Hearings, Ibid., p. 1.

8Ibid., See also, Mitford, op. cit., p. 33.

10Mitford, op. cit., p. 33.

^Ibid.
12Ibid., p. 32.
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at by including what she calls "other substantial items", 13
is the

cost for the casket and other services, and the cost of shipping the

dead by train or plane. 14

As author Mitford states:

These charges must be considerable; one in ten of all

the dead are shipped else where for burial. Train fare for a

corpse is double the cost of a single first-class ticket for a

live passenger. Air transport is, . . . becoming the preferred

means of carriage for the modishly attired corpse, . . .

The standard rate for the air shipment of human remains
is two and one-half times the rate of other air freight; the

average transcontinental fare for a dead body is $255.78. 15

Other additional items which author Mitford includes and the

Department of Commerce excludes in its figures are funeral flowers,

graves, and mausoleum crypts. Therefore, "it would be a conserva-

tive guess that these extras, if added to the Commerce Department's
base figure of $1.6 billion would bring the nation's burial bill to

well over $2 billion,"16 for 1960. "By mid- 1962 the cost . . .

indicated a rise of more than 40 percent in a decade. In some places

it was even higher." 17 Early in 1963, an Illinois commission study-

ing the subject was told that the cost of dying in the U.S.
—

"counting

the trimmings"—came to $1,545.18

There is, of course, nothing intrinsically wrong with expenditures

of this magnitude if they are the product of untrammeled freedom
of choice on the part of those who purchase funeral services and if

the markets for such services respond readily to the natural forces

of competition and are devoid of unfair selling practices. However,
no such situation exists in the funeral industry. Everyone knows
that the average funeral purchaser, most often the bereaved next

of kin, has his normal bargaining defenses down when making such

a purchase and is not emotionally equipped to make rational de-

cisions. Secondly, the demand for the services is always limited by
the death rate. For example, in 1940, the U.S. with a population of

131,000,000, had only 1,417,000 deaths; in 1960, the U.S. with a
population of almost 178,500,000 had only 1,702,000 deaths. 19 Yet
in that time the amount of money annually expended on funerals

13Ibid., p. 31-33.
14Ibid., p. 31.
15Ibid., p. 31-32. Also, "rates seem even more disproportionate when sea

travel is involved. The cost of shipping a corpse from Mediterranean ports

... in 1962, amounts to $605; an urn of ashes, $544. To send a body from
Brazil to the U. S. costs $440 . . . , the cost of sending a body from or to a
Japanese-American Port is $631.50 . . . human ashes $252.75." This is too
high. Hamer, op. cit., p. 83-84.

16Ibid., p. 32.
17Harmer, op. cit., p. 9.

lsIbid.

19Ibid., p. 163.
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rose from about one-half billion to almost two billion dollars. What
caused this? One author has stated the reason in this manner:

Thus in 1880 there were 993,000 deaths and 5,100 fun-

eral establishments, giving each a potential clientele of 194
cases per year. By 1960 the number of funeral establish-

ments had grown fivefold, to 25,000, each new one bigger

and more lavishly appointed than the last, and they had to

share a mere 1,700,000 deaths, for an average of fewer than
70 cases each year. It is easy to see how, with the business

so thinly distributed, there is an ever-present compulsion
to make each sale a big one, to regard each opportunity as

a golden one.20

In other words, the field is overcrowded. 21 And the oversupply of

funeral homes has been a serious economic problem for many years.

So many undertakers competing for so few funerals should create,

one would expect, a buyer's market, leading to lower prices. The
opposite, we know, has occurred, and funerals prices have increased

terribly in the last fifty years. This paradoxical state of affairs

can be explained in part, but not entirely, by the special features of

the funeral transaction, and the trade associations, which help strip

the customer of the bargaining advantages he would normally enjoy

in a competitive market.

The truth of the matter is that price competition in the funeral

industry has in many parts of the country been stifled virtually to

extinction by price-fixing agreements.22 Since price fixing agree-

ments are illegal under the antitrust laws, 23 there can be no question

of the undertakers in a given area getting together and publishing

a minimum price schedule.

How, is it done? Members of local associations of funeral di-

rectors, arrive at an understanding that "the lowest price at which
the funeral director will be fairly compensated in a given area is

"X" dollars."24 This figure is arrived at by estimating the average

overhead per case in that particular area.

Since, the average overhead is estimated to be $475, and the

wholesale cost of the cheapest coffin sold is $40, then $515 becomes
the lowest price at which the director can be fully compensates. 25

Once the minimum is set, the maximum is the sky.

The American Funeral Industry: An Overview

A brief word here about the structure and composition of the

20Mitford, op. cit., p. 41.
2 interview with W. D. Sparks, Assistant Counsel, Senate Antitrust Subcom-

mittee, March 1, 1966.
22U. S. Congress, Senate, Subcommittee . . . Hearings, Ibid. pp. 158-219.
23C. Wilcox, Public Policies Toward Business. (Homewood, Illinois: Richard

Irwin, 1960), pp 49-60.
24Mitford, op. cit., p. 42.

25Ibid.
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funeral service industry will be very helpful to provide a vivid under-
standing of the practices in question.

The estimated 24,000 funeral firms in the United States essentially

include three types of persons, firms, or corporations. 26

First is the funeral establishment which is equipped to handle
within one building, or through branches, and with one staff, all

aspects of mortuary sales and services, including care, preparation

and embalming of the deceased, sale of caskets, vaults, and sometimes
urns, and arrangements for cremation and/or burial. 27

In some instances, they lease their motor equipment, but more
generally they own and operate their vehicles. 28

A second type of funeral firm maintains only a partial establish-

ment. Such a business owns or rents its building but is dependent
upon outside sources for rental of motor vehicles, for specialized

equipment and other facilities, and for staff. In some instances,

the owner of the business engages in the undertaking business as a

sideline or as a byproduct of some other business endeavor. 29

A third category consists of the "broker" or "curbstoner" operator

who holds some form of license. Either limited or no facilities are

maintained by this type of operator. Generally, he is wholly de-

pendent upon the outside sources including trade embalmers, the

showroom of the casket manufacturer for display and sale facilities,

automobile equipment rental firms and nonpayroll personnel. 30

"Brokers" or "curbstoners" are usually located in large metropoli-

tan areas such as the cities of New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Pitts-

burgh, and Detroit. 31

It is the "curbstoners" that the big funeral establishment blame
for the high prices in the industry. Appearing before the Senate

Antitrust Subcommittee, W. M. Krieger, managing director of the

National Selected Morticians (of whom we shall discuss later)

claimed that it is the "curbstoners" who take advantage of the

consumer, victimize the public, embarrass the industry, and will

not permit low-cost funerals for low-income families because of

their greedy actions. 32 He states that:

Since each curbstoner typically handles only a handful

of funerals each year, he generally tries to make a maximum
profit on each case. A majority of the trade deplores this

26Harmer, op. cit., p. 17, 96. See also, Robert Habenstein, The History of
American Funeral Directing (Milwaukee: National Funeral Directors As-
sociation, 1955).

"Interview with W. D. Sparks, Assistant Counsel, Senate Antitrust Subcom-
mittee, March 1, 1966.

28Ibid.

20Ibid.

30U. S. Congress, Senate, Subcommittee . . . , Hearings, Ibid., p. 15.

31Ibid.

321bid.
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wholly selfish approach because it does not permit low-
priced funerals for low-income families.

The curbstoner . . . charges the family whatever price he
pleases or applies a formula which customarily results in

high prices. 33

These practices, Krieger feels should be stopped. This is the

area the government should regulate, because it is not only against

the trade practices of the National Selected Morticians but human
decency as well. He asserts that "the Federal Trade Commission
presently has sufficient statutory authority to require affirmative

disclosures of this character in order to avoid deception."34 There-
fore, if the federal government cracks down on this part of the

industry, things would be all right and people would be better

off, according to Krieger. But Krieger is only trying to cover up
for the corrupt practices present in the rest of the industry by
reverting public interest to another area.

To be sure, the "curbstoners" are corrupt, their practices fraudulent,

but the rest of the industry are the same also in varying degrees. The
bigger funeral establishments would like to rid the industry of the

little or smaller establishments so profits for them will soar, because
the demands for their services are limited by the death rate. To
decrease the number of establishments means more business for

the remaining ones. Thus, the industry as a whole needs regulation

and not just one small portion of it.

Casket Arrangement and Sales Psychology

An important feature of the negotiations between customer and
mortician is found in the display room in which caskets of various

prices are exhibited. However, the arrangement of caskets shows
up glamorously. 35 In most display rooms the lowest priced casket

is unfavorably shown, and is sometimes difficult to find without

the help of the undertaker. To begin with the most expensive caskets

are not always pointed out. The suggestion of high cost may dis-

courage the customer.

The cleverest device used is outlined by Krieger in his trade

journal. He divides the showroom into four "quartiles" "two above
and two below the median price which in his example is $400.

"

36

Then, the attempt should be made to sell in the third quartile, or at

prices above the median sales price. "The psychological reasons

for this are explained. While the difference in quality is demonstrable,

the price is not so low as to make the buyer feel belittled."37 In
other words, the highest price caskets are placed next to the lowest

priced ones for contrast and the customer is always led to a

S3Ibid.

3 *Ibid.

35 Mitford, op. cit., p. 19.

S6 Ibid., p. 20.
37Ibid.
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third set which is just above the median. The fourth quartile is

hardly ever used.

Another plan used to improve on Krieger's method because it

was only effective for right-handed people, is the triangle approach.38

Here the buyer is lead around in a triangle. He starts at point A,
a casket costing $597, which he is told is in the $500 range, but
actually only 14 dollars short of $600. If no reaction is forthcoming
from the customer he is then lead to point B, a better casket in the

$600 range, actually $647, which he thinks is only $60 more, if the

customer balks, he is carried to position C, here he can save, he
is told $100. The range here is $400, actually $487. Thus, the crux

of the triangle plan is that the buyer can go around the entire triangle

and end up knowingly within forty dollars of the starting point. 39

It will be noted that the prices all end in the number seven, "pur-

posely styled to allow you to quote as: 'sixty dollars additional' or

'save a hundred dollars.'
"40

Therefore, the bargaining funeral situation is different from the

ordinary transaction. The funeral situation is one which coerces the

family into action without the usual safeguards for the customer.

The funeral director can use several devices to clearly illustrate how
much the client can pay. First the newspaper obituary item, the

larger the column a person wants gives the director a hint on how
much he can pay; next is the floral pieces, the kind of services he
gets and finally the casket. The caskets are in most cases marked
up 100% or higher, and not three or six times the cost to the

funeral director. As stated in the Senate Hearings there are 12

different types of caskets and nearly four times that many variations,

styles, designs and makes. Not only do they vary in styles and
designs they vary greatly in material, finish, interior, trim and
basic make-up. 41 This causes the cost to vary considerably from
one section of the country to another. For example, in Missouri,

Casket type 1 costs $50 but sells for $150. Whereas in California

the same type (1) costs 47 dollars and sells for $489.00. 42 In

Missouri, casket type XII costs only $439.15 but sells for $1,989.00,

a profit of $1,549.85 is made on the casket alone. 43 Whereas in

California, the same type casket (XII) cost 352 dollars, but sells

for $1,144.00, a profit of $1,093.00 is made. 44 This is too high for

just one item because of the flexible service fees that can be arranged

to go up or down at the funeral director's discretion. But the whole
thing behind service is that the director doesn't increase the services

for one funeral any more than he does for another, but he will increase

the prices if the funeral costs more. 45

3 8Ibid., p. 21.
39Ibid., p. 22.

40Ibid.

41U. S. Congress, Senate, Subcommittee . . . Hearings, Ibid., pp. 199-202.
42Ibid.

43 1bid.

"Ibid.
4 interview with W. D. Sparks, Assistant Counsel, Senate Antitrust Subcom-

mittee, March 1, 1966.
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The Trade Associations and Their Philosophies

The commerical influences on the funeral industry cannot be fully

appreciated without knowledge of the organizational structures

through which the leaders operate and the assumptions and ideology

they express. There are two major trade associations which dominate
the funeral industry.

First, there is the National Selected Morticians (NSM) which is

formed on the Rotary Club plan whereby only selected firms meet-
ing certain requirements of investment, establishment, equipment,
sponsorship, and reputation, are taken into membership. 46 It is a

service organization for its approximately 700 member firms in 30
or more states. "The N.S.M. emphasis is on merchandising, sound
business methods. They are in favor of prearranged, pre-financed

funerals and price advertising, because their member establishments

depend primarily on big volume."47 In other words, they see them-
selves as businessmen, selling a product.

Next, there is the National Funeral Directors Association, a fed-

eration of state and local associations. Forty seven states and the

District of Columbia are represented. The NFDA has over 14,000
members. It makes studies, publishes bulletins, lobbies, keeps watch
on legislative developments, conducts annual conventions, advises

member firms on methods of cost accounting and other business

practices. 48 It also concerns itself deeply with public relations.

However, the NFDA itself "sets no educational, moral, or ethical

standards for membership. It has little or no control over who be-

longs. It has to accept any member of an affiliated state associa-

tion." 49 This includes the "curbstoner" also, because there are no
minimum standards for membership either. There is no restriction

whatever on the curbstoner. The NFDA people see themselves as

professionals, who have services to offer; they therefore abhor ad-

vertising and publicity.

In regard to their lobbying efforts, they were able to get in

California a law passed requiring that all ashes of cremated remains

be kept permanently in urns at registered cemeteries or mausoleums. 50

In other states, there are laws requiring that the body be embalmed
and placed in a casket when even being cremated. 51 In other words,

these laws forbid the scattering of human ashes over water and etc.

They help to increase the profits of the industry.

In regard to advertising, which the NSM support and the NFDA
rejects, it is mostly "bait advertising". That is the practice of ad-

vertising funerals at bargain prices to lure more customers into

their individual firms. It does not result in any competition within

46 Mitford, op. cit., p. 185.

"Ibid., p. 185.

iSIbid., p. 186.

491bid., p. 189.
50Harmer, op. cit., p. 168.
511bid.
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the industry as a whole. However, the NFDA with no membership
standards, is more likely to subject members to discipline, up to and
including expulsion, for such offenses as advertising low-cost funerals.

This has resulted in several court cases which are still being fought. 52

The Artifacts, Memorial Societies and Cremation

The burial vault is a relative newcomer in funeral wares. However,
cemeteries now compete with the funeral directors for the lucrative

vault business. The selling point is made to the customer of eternal

preservation. However, the unitiated might expect that having paid

$600-to-$3,000 for a crypt or vault, or $150-to-$ 1,500 for a grave,

the cost of upkeep might be borne by the cemetery. Not at all.

There is added to the cost of cemetery and mausoleum space a
subcharge of 10 to 20% for future care.

Also the cemeteries, through the magic of pre-need selling, have
swelled their funds in many cases to huge proportions. "More than
a thousand cemeteries have perpetual care funds in excess of $100,-

000; more than fifty have over $1 billion in the kitty." 53 The ag-

gregate total is over $1 billion. In other words, the cemeteries make
their share of the money from the markup of grave sites, general

up-keep, vault care and the selling of lots at extremely high prices.

On the other hand, nearly 65 to 70% of the flower industry's

revenue or $404 million a year comes from the sale of funeral

flowers. 54 This comes to a nationwide average of over $246 for

flowers per funeral. 55 Out of this comes a small commission for the

funeral director for recommending a certain florist.

"Forest Lawn Memorial Park of Southern California is the greatest

nonprofit cemetery of them all" as it claims. 56 However, this is just

an errorneous claim. At Forest Lawn there are many types of

churches of all sizes furnished with wall to wall carpeting highlighting

every theme possible. There are also statues, tons of them, and the

cemetery itself is divided into different sections. Each section is

zoned and named according to the price of the burial plots. 57

"Medium-priced graves range from $434.50 in Haven of Peace to

$599.50 in Triumphant Faith to $649.50 in Ascension. The cheapest

is $308 in Brotherly love." 58 "Ten percent must be added to the price

for Endowment Care, and $89 for opening and closing the grave, and
$70 - $145 for a vault."59 However, for those who want something
better, one can spend as much as he likes in the Gardens of Memory
section.

52U. S. Congress, Senate, Subcommittee . . . , Hearings, Ibid. pp. 235, 240,
241, 264, 288.

53Mitford, op. cit., p. 113. See also Harmer, op. cit., p. 117-40.
5iIbid., p. 87.

55Ibid.

561bid., p. 119.

57Ibid., p. 120.
58Ibid.

59Ibid.
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"The present population of Forest Lawn is over 200,000 with
new arrivals at the rate of 6,500 a year."60 This enabled them to

realize a net profit for 1960 of about $2,500,000. 61 This is too much
profit by the wildest imagination. Thus, hundreds of so called non-
profit memorial cemeteries each year make several hundred thousands
of dollars following the lead set up by Forest Lawn.

Another aspect of the funeral industry's racket is cremation.

"Many people are under the vague impression that the undertaker
can be bypassed altogether, and embalming dispensed with; this is

an illusion. 62 Also most people feel that the "Crematorium will

arrange to place the body in a suitable container, and that the only

expenses incurred will be the crematorium's charge, something under
$100."63 This is not true. No funeral establishment in the country
will accept a body for cremation without its being embalmed and in

a coffin, for which he will charge no less than $250. 64

The Cremation Association of America (CAA) holds that the

cost of the average cremation should be about $60 (public authorities

charge only $15); interment space for the remains $55; interment

space for the containers about $85. The most expensive space for

the container in a columbarium is about $150. 65 Thus, one can
readily see that cremation is also a profitable venture in the industry.

"In 1960 almost half of the total number of cremations in this

country—28,000 out of 59,000 took place in the Pacific states. 66

In California the proportion is one out of six. It is also high in big

cities.

Summary and Conclusions

Summarizing therefore, it can be said that the American Funeral
Industry and it allied branches through the use of various methods
of fraud, deceit, and clandestine practices are cheating the American
public. Through these various and sundry methods the Industry

has maintained certain price levels, has reduced competition to a
state of nonexistence, and has continued to move in approximate
lock-step.

The problem of high funeral charges and the pricing and selling

practices contributing to them cannot be properly understood in

terms of the defects or virtues of funeral directors. This would be
a gross and unfair oversimplification of the problem. Fundamentally
the problem of high funeral costs, arises out of the economics of the

industry.

601bid.

61Harmer, op. cit., p. 21.
62Mitford, op. cit., p. 129.
63Ibid.

6iIbid., p. 28.

65Ibid., p. 133.
e6Ibid., p. 135.
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With an excessive number of establishments, a small volume of

funerals a year makes it difficult to cover the year round overhead
costs and make a living. This structure of the industry inevitably

results in pressure for higher prices to keep the many marginal

operators in business which gives rise to some of the pricing and
selling practices described. Paradoxically, however, special condi-

tions surrounding the buying and selling of funeral services limit

the degree of competition one would normally expect under such
circumstances.

The unusual features of the funeral transaction operate to limit

competition. The average person arranging a funeral, after the

death of a member of the family, is emotionally upset, is usually

unprepared for the task, is in no position to judge quality, to compare
prices and to act rationally.

In a sense the typical funeral establishment has a kind of "captive

market" a situation limiting price competition that might put many
out of business in the overcrowded funeral industry. Instead of

normal competition offering lower prices, there is "trading up" of

the "quality" of the funeral with more expensive features offered

at higher prices.

Concluding therefore, the states must act, similar to New York
which passed a bill authored by the Attorney General Leftowitz to

make the funeral director provide an itemized statement of goods
supplied and service rendered for the price demanded on funeral

bills.
67 Next, individual communities must act. They can set up

cooperatives, that is cooperative memorial societies which can offer

decent and respectful services for as low as $100. 68 And finally the

Federal Government must act with both a truth-in-packing bill and
a regulation of the allied industries.

All these endeavors working concurrently may affect the industry

so as to restore a normal state of competition.
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